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Rain, Hail or Shine
PHOTO: THE GUARDIAN, SWAN HILL

by Leanne McFarlane
THE WINTER WEATHER
CONDITIONS have not stopped
children from the Lake Boga, St
Mary’s, Swan Hill North and Swan
Hill Primary Schools from walking to
school. In their coats, beanies, scarfs,
gloves, and sometimes umbrellas, these
children have braved this year’s winter
conditions to walk to school on their
‘Walking School Bus™’.
The Walking School Bus program is
a simple concept. It is a school bus
powered by legs. Children walk in
a group to school, with an adult ‘driver’
at the front and an adult ‘conductor’
at the rear. The bus travels along a set
route to and from school, picking up
or dropping off children along the way
at designated ‘bus stops’.
VicHealth funds local governments to
work with local schools and community
agencies to establish Walking School
Buses. The Swan Hill Rural City Council
has been funded to implement the
program in eight Primary Schools in the
area over a period of two years. Currently
there are four Primary Schools with over
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Swan Hill Rural City Council mayor, Bruce Jones and Thingle Toodle (VicRoads’ early childhood
road safety mascot), with Leanne McFarlane and children from St Mary’s Primary School in the
“bus powered by legs”.

150 children involved in this program in
the Swan Hill District.
The Walking School Bus™ encourages
children to be more active and shows
them how exercise can be an enjoyable
part of their day. Other benefits of
the program include decreased traffic
congestion, increased social interaction,
and an increased knowledge of road
safety skills.
Program Co-ordinator, Leanne McFarlane
from the Swan Hill District Hospital
Health Promotion Department, says,
“This is a fun program where children
and volunteers gain great benefits;
however the program relies heavily on
parent and adult volunteers for success
... which is a major challenge for the

program. We are continually searching
for new volunteers to ensure that each
bus can walk with the necessary
supervision that is needed.”
So no matter if it Rains, Hails or
Shines the Walking School Buses™
will continue to walk the streets of
Swan Hill and surrounding
districts in Term 4 2005 and
the 2006 school year.
For more information
regarding the Walking School Bus™
program please contact Leanne McFarlane
at the Swan Hill District Hospital on
5033 9370 or email
leanne.mcfarlane@swanhillhosp.vic.gov.au
◗ See website www.swanhillhosp.vic.gov.au
for more information. ❖

EDITORIAL >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Proposal for dental scholarships

During its annual face-to-face meeting in
October 2005, the National Rural Health
Alliance presented a two-part proposal to
Parliamentarians and to the Minister for
Health, Tony Abbott. The first element
replicates for dentistry the successful
model of the Rural Australia Medical
Undergraduate Scholarship (RAMUS)
Scheme, providing undergraduate
scholarships for students from rural and
remote areas pursuing courses leading
to qualification as dentists. The second
element sees an increase in the number
of places at Australian Dental Schools.
Additional places for oral hygienists and
dental therapists are also recommended,
and the possibility of a dentists’ rural
relocation allowance was discussed.
While meeting with the Minister, Council
of the Alliance also raised other pressing
issues. The need for more undergraduate
places in all health courses was stressed.

Council of the Alliance meets with Health Minister,
Tony Abbott
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THE POOR STATE of oral and
dental health in rural and remote areas
and among Indigenous populations
and people on low income is widely
recognised. The problem is both urgent
and largely preventable. There is a very
serious shortage of dentists and oral health
workers in rural and remote areas and
long waiting lists for public dental service.
The Alliance has argued for re-instatement
of a program along the lines of the old
Commonwealth Dental Health Program
but has now taken a different tack.

The NRHA commended the adoption
of interprofessional education in health
sciences undergraduate training, and
sought the support of both the Minister
for Health and the Minister for Education
to promote this.
Significant discrepancies were pointed
out between the patient transport and
accommodation assistance schemes offered
by the various States. The Alliance is
seeking national guidelines to bring about
greater uniformity across jurisdictions
and increased funding for these State-run
schemes. The Alliance has a new position
paper on this matter.
The NRHA is a member of the Australian
Health Care Reform Alliance and supports
the current round of health reform
as a potentially valuable contribution

to improved health
outcomes in rural
and remote areas.
The Alliance stressed two
principles as essential for
its continued support
of this reform. These
are the maintenance
of quality in services
and outcomes, and the
capacity for local people
to be involved in their
own health services.
(See article on page 4.)

During its Parliamentary
delegations the Alliance
also pointed out the need for a strong
evidence base relating to rural and remote
health. The Minister was asked to consider
an increase in funding for the rural and
remote stream of activity being conducted
by the Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare, and to also consider means by
which the National Health and Medical
Research Council might give higher
priority to rural and remote research.
The Alliance is hopeful that the
Australian Government will continue
to show leadership on these important
issues and that the States and Territories
too will support these rural health
workforce augmentation programs and
other initiatives. ❖
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FOOD SECURITY >>>>>>>>

The community store –
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supplying food to remote communities

by Richard Sager
ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES OF
REMOTE AUSTRALIA have limited
access to healthy food options, resulting
in high rates of poor nutrition.
One option for improving a remote
community’s food supply is to use the
leverage provided by the work of the
community store. In many cases the
store represents the only local source of
food and essential supplies for Aboriginal
people who live in remote communities.
For many, the community store is more
than the ‘supermarket’; it is also the
fridge and pantry, the bank, take-away
and snack bar. The Remote Indigenous
Stores and Takeway (RIST) Project aims
to improve systems for food retailing in
remote communities.
People living in remote communities are
among the nation’s most disadvantaged,
with very poor access to services
that urban dwellers take for granted.
The residents of remote communities
have to pay high prices for basic
essential items.

Through supportive infrastructure,
education and training the community
store can be the vehicle for making major
improvements in a remote community’s
food supply. The community store needs
to be financially viable while at the same
time providing secure and equitable
access to health resources and high
quality food.

IMAGE: NORTHERN TERRITORY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES

RIST Project is a collaboration of five
jurisdictions that have remote Indigenous
communities (Queensland, Western
Australia, Northern Territory, New South
Wales and South Australia) with financial
support from the Australian Government
(Indigenous Business Australia,
Department of Health and Ageing).

In partnership with government and
non-government organisations, the
Project will pilot strategies that address
the issues that affect community stores,
including:
*

Indigenous involvement and
management;

*

financial sustainability;

*

cost control;

*

governance;

*

quality of service;

*

availability of nutritious food;

*

health hardware; and

*

adequacy of infrastructure.

The Project aims to ensure equitable
access to and promotion of good
quality healthy food within remote
communities. This will be achieved by
strengthening the capacity of the local
community stores, thus supporting
greater food security. ❖

Food Security
PHOTO: PHIL TURNER

The NRHA is involved in an important new project with those around the
country working on food security. ‘Food security’ is not about expounding
the qualities of a good diet, but exploring issues of getting food to people in
remote Australia. It includes consideration of the underlying social, economic
and institutional factors that affect the quantity and quality of available food
and its affordability. There will also be work to understand issues relating to
Cold Chain Logistics and ‘health hardware’ – the physical equipment necessary
for healthy, hygienic living in a remote area such as showers, basins, plumbing,
septic systems and washing machines. ❖
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This issue of PARTYline has a photographic
theme of ‘weather’ – such a powerful
element in rural life. Thank you to
contributors. The next edition will
feature country festivals and community
get-togethers. Please email your high
resolution photographic contributions to
partyline@ruralhealth.org.au
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HEALTH REFORM >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>

The journey towards reform

Good access to quality health services is a human right and
also a pre-requisite for a productive nation. Some 33% of
the population lives in rural and remote areas, including
500,000 in remote areas. This population has worse health
outcomes and greater risk factors, and is cared for by
fewer practitioners. We must care for our rural and remote
communities, value and support their health care workers,
and give them more input into the planning of tertiary
health services.
Health care reform is an opportunity to correct the lack of
access to services for rural and remote Australians and to
improve health outcomes.
Further investment and activity is needed in a number of
areas. Capacity building is of critical importance, including
in funded community consultation and assessment
of needs.
The appalling state of health among Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples and the enormous infrastructure
and public health issues are key national issues, including
in rural and remote areas. As a nation we must do more to
attract and retain Indigenous people to health professions
(currently there are about 70 Indigenous doctors), support
the community-controlled health sector and support
Indigenous people in efforts to manage chronic disease.
In education and training, investment and activity could
be usefully directed towards:
•
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further incentives and assistance for rural and remote
school leavers to attract them to rural health careers;

•

rotations into rural and remote health care centres
during training for all health professions;

•

high quality specific training for rural and remote
health care that includes support for advanced rural
and remote skill sets;

•

flexible training options that allow the benefits of rural
and remote practice to be sampled by as many health
care workers as possible during training; and

•

support for ongoing education, skill development and
the acquisition of new skills.

There need to be national registration systems in all health
professions. Health infrastructure needs to be addressed,
including maintenance of hospital and primary health care
facilities in rural towns for health care providers to practise
to their full potential within new and evolving models of
care. All existing health professionals should be employed
to their full capacity, and there should be particular action
through joint development of new models of care to stop
the loss of maternity services in the bush.
Appropriate remuneration and incentives will help to
achieve a critical mass of rural primary health care workers
in rural and remote areas; and rural general practice team
members should be able to provide Medicare-funded
services both within and remote to practices.
International graduate health care workers must have
access to supervision, support mechanisms and mentoring
provided as part of a system to allow their contribution
to rural health while ensuring appropriate standards
are protected.
Spouse and family support programs should be available
for rural and, especially, remote health workers.
The 50-plus organisations in the Australian Health Care
Reform Alliance will continue to promote these and other
reform proposals compatible with their agreed Principles.
(The AHCRA website is being built at www.healthreform.
org.au or access it through the NRHA’s:
www.ruralhealth.org.au ) ❖
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ON THURSDAY 17 November members of the
Australian Health Care Reform Alliance (AHCRA)
presented some of their ideas to State and Federal Health
Ministers in Adelaide. Papers were prepared on five of
the health topics being addressed by the Council of
Australian Governments. Following are excerpts from
the paper prepared by AHCRA members on addressing
the challenges in health care for rural and remote
communities.

RESEARCH >>>>>>>>

Drought and mental health
by Gina Sartore, Brian Kelly and
Anne Tonna
MANY RURAL COMMUNITIES ARE
EXPERIENCING chronic stress from
unemployment, changed employment,
declining population, aging population,
and loss of services. Some of these
stressors arise from the changing nature
of the agricultural business upon which
many of these communities ultimately
rely; many are either directly caused by
or exacerbated by the drought which has
affected most of NSW since 2001 and
which still continues.
There are also positive aspects to life in
a rural area: communities may have high
levels of support and social involvement
(“social capital”), trust, and resilience,
which could buffer the effects of drought
and other stressors.
In this context of comparative
disadvantage but relative community
cohesion, the Centre for Rural and
Remote Mental Health (CRRMH) in
Orange is investigating the effects of
drought on rural communities. One way
of looking at drought is to view it as
a chronic, recurring, natural disaster.
Natural disasters affect entire communities
for long after conditions return to
normal. We also know that change to the
landscape can be a source of distress in
itself, quite apart from the financial and
social changes which may result from
severe drought.

NSW. We want find out more about the
experience of drought for farmers, for
other businesspeople in the towns, and for
those providing financial, agricultural, and
health support to residents. This includes
both stressful events caused by the
drought, and positive occurrences which
help people cope with the effects of the
drought (for example social support from
their community).
The CRRMH is leading a number
of projects focusing on drought in
collaboration with the Australian Centre
for Agricultural Health and Safety,
based in Moree, and the rural Mental
Health Services.
A new Rural Support Line initiated and
funded by NSW Health began operation
in November 2004 (1800 201 123).
The service provides counselling and other
support to farmers and others in rural
areas in NSW affected by crop losses due
to drought and the locust plague. It may
also refer clients with acute or serious
mental health problems to the closest
appropriate Area Mental Health Service
for assessment. The line is available to
provide support to people (including
those working with farmers) who may

Our team is investigating drought as
a stressor peculiar to rural Australian
communities by conducting an in-depth
qualitative study of several farming
towns in the central west and south of
National Rural Health Alliance, Number 24, December 2005

need advice about how to help someone
they are concerned about.
Other major programs are underway to
improve the knowledge and confidence
of rural workers about mental health
problems and reduce the stigma of mental
health problems; and on the other hand
to improve the knowledge and confidence
of health service providers in working
with farmers and farming communities.
This latter focuses on understanding the
barriers to health care utilisation; the role
of community based non-government
organisations; and the role of agriculturebased workers such as Rural Financial
Counsellors and Department of Primary
Industry Drought Support Workers.
Through such work the Centre will
promote the development of local
service networks that maximise
integration of non-mental
health workers with specialist
mental health care to improve
mental health services to farmers and the
farming community.
◗ To find out more about our research or

programs on the drought, please visit our
website www.crrrmh.com.au or contact
the authors on 02 63607828. ❖

PHOTO: CENTRE FOR RURAL AND REMOTE MENTAL HEALTH

The Centre for Rural and Remote
Mental Health collaborates with
local communities to further mental
health research.
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REMOTE AREA NURSING >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Christmas Island Hospital

Nursing at Christmas Island Hospital ...
the rock in the middle of the
Indian Ocean
by Helen Watson and Naomi Gallagher
CHRISTMAS ISLAND IS LOCATED
2300 kilometres northwest of Perth and
measures 35 square kilometres in area.
Christmas Island has a unique cultural
mix so that from first impressions you
could imagine you are on an Asian island
rather than in Australia. Christmas
Island has a population of approximately
1500 people with an ethnic composition
of 60% Chinese, 25% Malay, 12%
European and 3% others.
Whilst the three main
cultural groups live in
relative harmony, a desire
to maintain strong cultural
identity persists.
Christmas Island has a colourful
history that includes English
settlement with colonial overlords
shipping Asian labour to the island,
gross inequities in pay and standards of
living, militant union action and Japanese
occupation during WWII.
Christmas Island is well known for the
natural phenomenon of millions of land
based red crabs migrating to lay their eggs
in the ocean at the start of the ‘wet’. The
uniqueness of the Island’s flora and fauna
is recognised by its world heritage listing.
The 8-bed hospital is 10 years old and is
decked out with up-to-date equipment.
There are two full-time doctors who work
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Monday to Friday and have an on-call
roster after hours.
The ten nurses employed are a mix
of registered and enrolled nurses with
Caucasian, Chinese and Malay ethnicity.
Each of the nurses has their own specialty
and teamwork is strong and dynamic.
Transcultural nursing is very much part of
every day.
Visits from medical and allied health
specialists (physicians, dietician, physio,
optometrist, podiatrist) and surgeons
(general, gynaecologist, orthopaedic) are
arranged at regular intervals. The hospital
has a theatre to meet the needs of the
community for minor procedures done
by the visiting surgeons, which allows
minimal disruption to family dynamics.
The place is abuzz with juggling staff,
patients and beds to meet the surgical
needs. A major procedure requires the
person to fly to the mainland (Perth –
5 hours away) which causes many
other issues.
A medivac is no easy undertaking. RFDS
planes are too small to fly the distance
so if a critically ill patient needs to be
transferred, a charter plane has to be
sourced. Calls are made worldwide if one
cannot be sourced from Perth. This can
mean endless delays when time is critical
and the need is urgent. Both nursing staff
and resources are pushed to the limit the
longer it takes. The average minimum

time may be 10 hours and the maximum
could be 24 hours. Weather factors have
a huge bearing on the capacity for the
planes to land. It is not unusual for the
airport to be closed due to inclement
weather through the wet season,
sometimes for up to 4 days.
It is possible to transfer patients onto
commercial flights with a nurse escort
with the flight taking 5-8 hours to arrive
in Perth (8 hours if the flight goes via
Cocos (Keeling) Islands).
Most medical supplies come by ship and
need to be ordered at least one month
in advance. This can be made even more
problematic as the ship is often delayed
by up to a month and sometimes cannot
dock in the ‘swell’ season (seas with waves
up to forty feet). Improvisation can be the
word of the day.
Not only are the nurses expected to
perform in whatever situation they are
faced with but they are also responsible
for taking x-rays, interpreting, instigating
an ambulance call out, ordering
pharmacy, providing school health, child
health, midwifery, health promotion,
mental health, and being aware of cultural
beliefs and practices.
Christmas Island is truly a remote area in
every sense and the challenges faced by
the nurses on a daily basis reflect this. ❖
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DRUG AWARENESS >>>>>>>>

Drug Action Awareness Week
20 – 24 June 2005
by Jeffrey Croft, Aboriginal Health
Worker, Nunyara Wellbeing Centre and
Allenna Dyason, Community Health
Nurse, Whyalla Community Health
Centre
AS PART OF DRUG ACTION
AWARENESS WEEK, the Whyalla Drug
Action Team organised two high schools
(Eyre High School and St John’s College)
and the local emergency services to be
involved in a mock crash scenario. Others
involved included South Australian
Metropolitan Fire Service, St John’s
Volunteers medical make-up artist,
Whyalla Funeral Services, Broadbent
Terrace Auto Wrecker, and Central GTS/
BKN, the local TV station.
This is the Mock Crash Demonstration
Scenario that took place:
Sam’s parents are going out Friday night
for the evening and they have asked Sam
to stay at home and look after his 12 year
old brother. They have told him that he can
have his mate Michael come over to watch
the footy but no alcohol allowed. Friday at
school Sam mentions to Michael and some
other friends that his parents are going out
and it is quickly decided that they would
meet there for a party once Sam’s parents
have gone out. Sam’s parents are unaware
that a party has been planned at their house.
The party kicks off and several people have
brought alcohol. Sam drinks some beers and
scotch and cans of cola during the evening.
Sam has got his P plates and is only allowed
to drive his parents’ car when they are with
him. Late in the evening a few of Sam’s
mates ask him to take them for a drive. Sam
is very keen on a girl called Melissa who’s
at the party and he doesn’t want to say no
to his mates’ ask. Sam is quite happy and
relaxed after several drinks and without
considering the consequences of this poor

Students learn the dangers of drink driving in this mock accident scenario

decision leaves his little brother asleep at
home and grabs the keys to his parents’ car.
Sam takes Melissa, Michael and Kate and
heads to the beach where several other people
from the party have headed. Sam feels like
he’s alright to drive but is unaware that
he is speeding and swerving. The stereo is
blaring and Melissa has not put her seat belt
on. Sam misjudges a turn and locks up his
brakes skidding into a stobbie pole. After
the impact the four of them are left sitting
silently in the car wreck.......
(For the demonstration Melissa, the front
passenger, is deceased after smashing her
head against the windscreen on impact.)
The mock crash was organised by Megan
Sanders from SA Ambulance, who also
narrated the day, explaining to the 460
students what was going on, from the
time the 000 call was made through to
the extraction of the critical patients and
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the deceased passenger. Sergeant Michael
Richards, who is in charge of the Whyalla
Drug Action Team from SA Police,
explained to the students what role the
police officers have at the scene of a bad
accident.
One outcome from the day will be
the production of posters depicting
some scenes from the mock accident
and carrying a drink driving warning.
Participants in the day were enthusiastic
about its effectiveness and are keen to see
it continue as an annual event. ❖

Please note that friends memberships
expire on 31 December 2005.
We hope you will
renew for 2006.
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DIABETES EDUCATION >>>>>>>>>>>>

Yolngu Radio – making a difference
YOLNGU RADIO HAS RECENTLY
been established in north-east Arnhem
Land by the Aboriginal Resource and
Development Services (ARDS). Yolngu
Radio is providing the remote Yolngu
(Aboriginal) communities with education
and information that is having a real and
positive impact on their health outcomes.
Broadcasting across north-east Arnhem
Land and also in Darwin1, Yolngu
Radio is effectively overcoming the
communication barriers Yolngu
experience daily2, by using the
people’s own language, Yolngu
Matha, to explain a wide range
of subjects including health,
economics, law and governance.
ARDS has recently completed an
evaluation of its National Diabetes
Improvement Project (NDIP), funded by
the Australian Government’s Department
of Health and Ageing, which focused on
using radio programs to provide health
information about the prevention and
self-management of diabetes.
Community consultations prior to the
start of our NDIP project showed that
in general the Yolngu people, both those
with and without diabetes, had very little
understanding of what diabetes was.
However, after broadcasting the radio
programs in the communities for several
months, the situation is much different.
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Yolngu people say that the radio programs
have helped them to understand why it is
important to maintain a healthy balanced
diet and incorporate regular exercise into
their daily routine. From listening to
the programs many have now made the
choice not to drink so many sweet drinks,
are reducing the amount of fatty foods
they consume and replacing this with
traditional foods they collect through
hunting and gathering activities. Where
once Yolngu people would have three or
four teaspoons of sugar in their tea, they
now say, “No, just one sugar, I don’t want
that diabetes.”
Local health clinics have noticed a greater
number of people presenting for health
checks and in particular requesting blood
sugar level (BSL) testing. Clinic staff
also noticed an improvement in diabetes
and BSL self-management through
diet and exercise. One Yolngu Health
Worker commented, “As health workers
we do not have time to do everything.
Yolngu Radio has taken the load off my
shoulders. Knowing that ARDS is doing
community education around health
issues, we can now get on with the other
work we have to do.”
Some of the responses received from
Yolngu who had heard the diabetes stories
on Yolngu Radio are recorded below:
•

In the past we never understood how
diabetes was caused. Since I have heard
the diabetes story, I have cut back on fat.
I eat vegetables and fruit. I drink fruit
juice, not soft drinks, and go hunting.

•

In our own language the Yolngu pick up
things very quickly. If it is in English it
is hard for us to get the information out
of it.

•

Hearing those stories in Yolngu
Matha means that now I know and
understand.

•

When one person hears the story it is
hard for anything to change, but when
the whole community hears it they
support each other to change. The ARDS
radio is the way to the future for Yolngu
people.

The success of our diabetes project has
exceeded our expectations and confirmed
to ARDS that radio ‘in language’ is an
extremely effective way to provide the
whole cultural group with access to new
information. What ARDS has believed
and practised for many years is that if
new information is provided by experts
in the field and is delivered in a culturally
acceptable way using the language of
the people, the group will accept the
information and then support each other
to change, adopting healthier eating,
drinking and lifestyles habits. ❖
1. Approximately 1000 Yolngu people live in
Darwin
2. The Yolngu people of north-east Arnhem Land
speak English as a fifth or sixth language and
are predominantly an oral based culture with
approximately only 4% of the population able to
read or write English or Yolngu Matha.
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by Alice Nurthen

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS>

Ear Bus – en route to better ear health
MINOR EAR PROBLEMS ARE NOT
uncommon in children. Ear infections
are frequent in patients visiting GPs, with
around one in every four children having
middle ear effusions before six months of
age. It is when they become a recurrent
problem that serious consequences
occur, as happens in various Indigenous
communities in Australia. The significant
incidence of otitis media in Indigenous
children is well documented and it is
thought to compromise the quality of life
in one third of the Indigenous population
of Australia.
Indigenous Community Volunteers
(ICV), a not-for-profit organisation,
is working to ensure better health
outcomes for Indigenous children. ICV
skills transfer projects are undertaken by
volunteers who generously contribute
their time and skills.
In April 2005, ICV partnered with
Clinical Associate Professor Harvey
Coates from the Department of
Otorhinolaryngology in the University
of Western Australia. Professor Coates
is involved with the ‘Ear bus’ program
– a bus designed and fitted out to
enable it to travel to remote and rural
communities, providing screenings for
Indigenous communities in the Western
Australia region. The screenings are to
detect partial and permanent hearing loss
due to middle ear conditions, allowing
early intervention, and providing advice
and referrals.
ICV’s role was to provide a volunteer
with technical and medical expertise in
ear health care, particularly in the area of
otitis media and its incidence in children
under the age of 5.
Professor Harvey Coates states that
the repercussions of not treating and
preventing ear problems in children are

serious. “It starts
with hearing loss,
speech delay,
irritability and
malnutrition. As
they get older,
it has effects on
learning, speech,
behavioural issues
and social isolation
right through to
increased problems
with truancy,
leaving school early,
unemployment and
even contact with
prisons... there are
11 times as many
deaf people in
prison than their
proportion in the whole population.”
PHOTOS: ARTHUR MOSTEAD

by Nagmeh Hatami

The facts of the situation are alarming,
particularly when the problem is
preventable and treatable if detected early.
Fortunately, awareness of this problem
is growing and a greater emphasis is
being placed on early intervention and
education.
Dr Adriana Lee, a pediatrician from the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester USA joined the
Ear Bus as an ICV volunteer, traveling
for a period of six weeks. During this
time, Dr Lee trained nurses on the bus
in conducting ear examinations through
an apparatus called the ‘multispectral
acoustic reflectometer’. The acoustic
reflectometer is a non-invasive device
that detects the presence or absence of
middle ear fluid in children over the age
of six months. The test is simple and
takes less than 30 seconds, enabling a fast
and effective means of screening large
numbers of children and facilitating the
reduction of otitis media incidences and
other ear health problems.
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While with the Ear Bus, Dr Lee also
advised parents on caring for their
children’s ears, and referred children for
health care as needed.
Several hundreds of Indigenous children
were tested in Western Australia,
from the Katanning Primary school
in south Western Australia to the
Braeside Primary School in
the central desert town of
Kalgoorlie. The Ear Bus
model for screening children
has gained strength as a viable concept
for early prevention and detection. Skills
around ear health were passed on and
requests from communities for further
visits have increased.
Volunteers with skills in health
administration/management, public
health and clinical health are currently
being sought. If you are interested in
supporting skills growth and community
development in a voluntary capacity,
contact ICV’s National Volunteer
Manager Jennifer Standish-White on
1800 819 542 or visit its website
www.volindigenous.org.au ❖
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STUDENT NEWS >>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

“It is better to entertain an idea than to
take it home to live with you for the rest of
your life.” Randall Jarrell
MANY MONTHS AGO, the
SPINRPHEX* exec hatched the idea
of running our very own conference in
WA. The idea began when we found
out that the previously annual NURHC
(National Undergraduate Rural Health
Conference) would not run in 2005, and
we wanted club members to still have the
opportunity to be engaged with speakers,
participate in workshops and be exposed
to a conference setting for networking and
other opportunities.
Hours of preparation and planning
culminated on August 13 in over 100 club
members meeting at Notre Dame for a
day which was to inspire and challenge us
in so many ways. The keynote speakers
were Terry Jongen and Dr Buzz Burrell.
Terry is an emergency department nurse

who was called on to participate in
Australia’s Tsunami relief effort. He gave
us excellent insight into multidisciplinary
teamwork, self-care and relief work.
Buzz works as a GP in Parabadoo and
enlightened us on the fun side of rural
health care, including how to deal with
cows at your doors and helicopter rides in
which the passengers are on the outside.

We learned strategies for improving our
role in cross cultural situations through
discussions with leaders in this area.
The blood was flowing (and some bruises
forming) when cannulation was practised
and perfected, and we learned to find
heads in some very pregnant bellies, as
well as the basics for gynae history taking
and pill prescribing.

The workshops were organised to give
members exposure to disciplines other
than their own as well as areas we see as
lacking in our mainstream teaching. From
a trainer of RPH nurses we learned why
patients might become ‘difficult’ and
some strategies to manage them when this
happens. The dentists taught us which
types of milk to put knocked out teeth in
(full cream is better than skim, however
cream is not better than milk), as well as
other emergency practices for sorting out
the teeth from the football field they’re at..

The Inaugural SPINRPHEX Conference
was more successful than we had ever
imagined. We hope that this initiative will
be continued in future years as we see it as
an excellent opportunity to involve a large
number of club members in a conference
and to further develop our ideas and skills
to make us better nurses, dentists and
doctors in the future.
* Student Practitioners Interested iN Rural
Practice, Health Education Xcetera ❖

New Rural Scholarships
In December 2004 the Alliance put a proposal to Health

to a new scholarship scheme. ... Scholarships will be introduced

Minister Tony Abbott for programs to encourage more students

from the 2006 academic year. ... Each scholarship will be worth

from rural and remote areas to study nursing and allied health.

$10,000 for each year of the degree. This will help meet the

The NRHA particularly requested an undergraduate scholarship

added costs for rural students of studying away from home.

scheme similar to the successful Rural Australia Medical

Funding will provide for 65 scholarships in the first year,

Undergraduate Scholarship (RAMUS) Scheme. In November

rising to more than 180 by the third year. Scholarships will

2005, the Minister announced a new scholarship scheme.

be available for a variety of undergraduate courses leading to

“People from a rural background wishing to undertake their

clinical practice in health disciplines.” Ministerial Media Release,

first degree in an allied health discipline will soon have access

7 November 2005 Watch SARRAH’s website for details.❖

PHOTO: ARTHUR MOSTEAD
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by Robyn Collins
WHAT A FANTASTIC EXPERIENCE
it has been for eight Monash University
Nursing students on their first clinical
placement to observe and participate in
some of the activities organised for the
elderly clients of an Aged Care Facility!
I am a Registered Nurse Division 1 at this
facility, usually working in the evening
when the clients are winding down for the
day, not when social activities or outings
are in full swing.
So it was a delightful change to find
myself recently at Mirboo North Aged
Care Inc acting as Clinical Educator
to these students and enjoying the
same experiences as they did with their
elderly clients.
The Diversional Therapists organised
several activities during this time, one
being a daytime outing for several
clients for a meal and musical show
where they clapped and sang along

with the performing artists.
A trip to a heated swimming
pool for seven clients, some
wheelchair bound, was quite
an eye-opening event as they
had a wonderful time in
the water with students
and staff. On Show Day
(pictured), the local community brought
in several domestic and farm animals to
the Nursing Home. The assorted animals
included a pony, calf, lambs, silky roosters
and bantams, dogs, birds, very young
goats and alpacas, not forgetting the snail.
There is certainly something to be said for
pet therapy judging by the smiles on so
many faces.
These activities have been valuable
experiences for the students who have
learned that gerontic nursing is more than
caring for the physical needs of elderly
clients; it also includes helping them
socially and psychologically to continue to
live purposeful and enjoyable lives. ❖

PHOTOS: ROBYN COLLINS

Nursing students
in Gippsland

Jessica and Nell

Alpacas at Mirboo North

Rural students in Pilbara
by Denese Playford
Lecturer, Teaching and Learning,
Combined Universities Centre for Rural
Health, Geraldton, WA
THE PILBARA TOWNS of Port
Hedland and Karratha, in remote
north Western Australia, hosted a new
multi-disciplinary opportunity for
students in August, 2005. The Rural
Clinical School, UWA, and Combined
Universities Centre for Rural Health,
WA UDRH, co-supported a week-long

multi-disciplinary student placement.
The eleven students came from four
Western Australian Universities, from
a variety of disciplines including
medicine, nursing, physiotherapy, speech
therapy, and social work. Together
they followed a hypothetical case of
stroke from transient ischaemic attack
through cerebrovascular accident and
on to discharge into the community.
The scenarios were based on an
Indigenous person’s experience of stroke,
and an Aboriginal mentor was part of
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all discussions. This helped students to
grasp the importance of communication
and involving the family and wider
community. Staff from the regional
health service were available to talk
about rural health practice in relation to
stroke care. The students’ understanding
about each other’s skills and the role of
teamwork flourished in this supportive
rural context in which collaboration
is part of everyday practice. ❖
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Bourke Aboriginal Health
Service provides new eye health
technology for the Bourke Hospital
by Judy Johnson
BOURKE ABORIGINAL HEALTH
SERVICE (BAHS) has recently purchased
a Humphreys Visual Fields
Analyser, valued at $42,000,
which is now on loan
to the Bourke Hospital.
The Humphreys Analyser
accurately gauges peripheral
vision, helping to determine the extent of
the disease and helping the specialists treat
each individual patient. This equipment
will allow patients in the North Western
Region of NSW to have their condition
managed. Glaucoma is a serious eye
disease that often goes unnoticed in
its early stages. It is responsible for the
blindness of 10% of vision-impaired people
in Australia, but if detected and treated in
its early stages blindness is prevented.

During the recent launch of the
Humphreys Machine, Dr Evan Soicher,
visiting ophthalmic surgeon from the
Prince of Wales Outback Eye Team,
commented on the value of the latest state
of the art equipment supplied by Bourke
AHS, which adds to over $250,000
worth of equipment already on loan
from the Bourke AHS which includes
laser and slit lamps. Dr Soicher said,
“Bourke’s eye patients are aided by better
equipment than those of metropolitan
Sydney. If you go to any top hospital in
New York, Paris, in London, they will be
using this machine to test for glaucoma.”
He commented that “the eye equipment
in Bourke, thanks to the Bourke
Aboriginal Health Service, is better than
in the Prince of Wales Hospital”.
The Chief Executive officer of the BAHS,
Judy Johnson, said, “the most important
aspect of the Humphrey’s machine, for
people living in the remote communities
in our region, is that it doesn’t need

a Doctor to operate it.” She went on to
say, “The BAHS Eye Health Coordinator,
Jane Williams, will be trained to operate
the machine which will be of great benefit
to our communities locally.”
Bourke Aboriginal Health Service, the
Prince of Wales Outback Eye Team and
the Area Health Service have worked
together over the last five years in
a collaborative approach to addressing eye
health issues facing this region and are
achieving positive outcomes. The program
carries on from the valuable service started
in Bourke over thirty years ago by the late
Professor Fred Hollows and is successful
due to the hard work and dedication of
the past Eye Health Coordinators from
Bourke Aboriginal Health Service, and
the present coordinator Jane Williams;
Professor Minas Coroneo and his Outback
Eye Team from the Prince of Wales
Hospital coordinated by Joanna Barton;
and staff from the Greater Western Area
Health Service at the Bourke Hospital. ❖

Dr Evan Soicher and Jane Williams
(with a ‘test subject’) at the launch of
the Humphreys Visual Fields Analyser
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TUNING IN FOR HEALTH >>>>>>>>

Health harmonies
By Michael McCabe
‘TUNE INTO YOUR HEALTH’ is
an innovative health promotion project
within Nunkuwarrin Yunti of SA
Inc, the Aboriginal Health Service in
Adelaide. In the past year the project has
completed two compilation music CDs
with Aboriginal youth. To produce the
It’s in Your Blood Hepatitis C CD, visits
were made to nine regional communities,
engaging over ninety youth to produce
nine songs. An information track recited
by an Elder discussing Hepatitis C was
also recorded. The CD was launched in
youth week 2005, and will be further
distributed through the Aboriginal Health
Worker Journal and through NACCHO
to the many Aboriginal Community
Controlled Health Services across
the nation.
The Making Your Mind Up CD recorded
a song in Adelaide and Port Augusta
which focuses on mental health and social
and emotional well-being. This CD has
been distributed to Aboriginal Health
Services within South Australia.
‘Tune into Your Health’ is about to start
another series of education and music
recording workshops in metropolitan and
regional South Australia called ‘Risky
Business’. This project is targeting the
issue of problem gambling. Problem
gambling is a sleeper issue that rarely
gets the attention it deserves. Gaming
machines have ‘feminised’ problem

gambling. Prior to their introduction
less than one in ten problem gamblers
were women, now it is fifty-fifty. This
has severely impacted the support base
in many communities where women
play the role of looking after others.
Children are particularly vulnerable to
the effects of problem gambling, yet it is
rarely mentioned in child and maternal
health reports. Aboriginal communities
in regional South Australia have very
limited access to culturally based problem
gambling services. Other regions of
Australia have no access to culturally
based services. It is clear much more needs
to happen in this area.
‘Risky Business’ will make a further step
towards raising awareness and working
with Aboriginal youth to promote
messages about maintaining health
and well-being in a world that creates

ever more challenges. It is anticipated
this project will increase the level of
knowledge and shift some of the attitudes
about gambling away from being regarded
as a harmless pastime, to being recognised
as an activity that can potentially lead to
a lot of despair and hardship. For further
information about the ‘Tune into Your
Health’ Project contact Micah Wenitong,
or for information about the SAFE
Gambling program contact Mandy Brown
on 08 8223 5217.
PS In the five minutes it took to read this
article about $10,000 was lost through
gaming machines in South Australia. Total
gaming machine losses over the past year
(2004/05) is just under $750 million1,
which equates to about $114,000 lost
every hour in South Australia. ❖
1.

www.olgc.sa.gov.au/gaming/statistics/Quarterly_
Statistics_(statewide)_200405.pdf

Young singers rehearsing

Health reform
September 2005: “I certainly think it makes sense to have one level of government in charge of the health system. All sorts of problems in the health system
arise from the fact that there are two different funders, two different groups of people trying to cut their costs and avoid blame for problems. I think that
sooner or later the blame game has got to end and the only way that that will happen is if one level of government is in charge. But really, the ball is in the
States’ courts because the Federal Government has no constitutional power to take over the State public hospital systems. If we are ever going to do that,
the States have got to give it to us.”
Hon Tony Abbott, Minister for Health, in an interview with Barrie Cassidy, ABC TV Sunday 4 September 2005. ❖
National Rural Health Alliance, Number 24, December 2005
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Successful launch of single entry point
for Wakefield Region, SA
IN JANUARY
2005 health
services within
Wakefield
Region in South
Australia launched
Healthlink, the
Kim Maurits,
first single entry
Snr Referral Officer
access point for
Community
and Allied
Health within country SA.
The Wakefield Region
encompasses 17 health units,
covering the areas of Barossa,
Light, Lower North, Gawler
and Yorke Peninsula.
The launch of Healthlink included a
wide media blitz to ensure that every GP,
residential facility, health service, preschool, primary and secondary school,
as well as the general public, were aware
of the service and what it could offer.
For a population base of approximately
100,000 this was a big job! All of the
major metropolitan hospitals, psychiatric
facilities and rehabilitation facilities were
also included.

The aims of Healthlink are:
•

to provide streamlined entry into
community based health and home
care services;

•

to pinpoint health needs and
accurately refer the customer to the
right service to assist them with their
individual needs; and

•

to improve information for
professionals, ie GPs, hospital staff and
community workers, who refer clients
to health and home care services.

When Healthlink receives a referral, the
client is contacted and a brief telephone
interview is conducted. Information
is sought about the client’s needs and
profile, eg their health conditions,
functional or psychosocial profile, and is
directly entered onto a database whilst
the client is talking. All are designed to
give the clinician a comprehensive idea
of the client’s situation. Currently the
Initial Needs Identification (INI) tool
is utilised for this purpose. When the
referral is completed, it is printed out at
the appropriate site, and passed on to the
clinician. On average, a referral can be
processed in 10–15 minutes.
The intake team are likely to handle
a wide variety of referrals every day – for
aged care, mental health or palliative care,
early childhood intervention, drug

diversion, and the usual array of allied
health referrals. The intake team have
diverse backgrounds, with experience in
enrolled nursing and psychiatric nursing.
This experience has proved to be most
valuable when dealing with clients on
the phone. The intake team routinely
handle approximately 30 referrals per day,
as well as numerous phone calls. Urgent
referrals are handled within 24 hours,
and in a crisis situation referrals are dealt
with immediately. 75% of referrals are
processed within two days.
Some of the key outcomes of Healthlink
are a steady increase in the volume of
referrals and phone calls being received,
clear signs that GPs and the public are
taking advantage of having one place to
call. Valuable data for the region is also
sourced from the INI database enabling
us to track service gaps, common referral
requests, the sex and age of clients
accessing services, and how many referrals
each site is receiving. These are useful data
for future planning and funding. Ideally
we would like to move to an electronic
data system, saving paper, time and
money for everyone.
If you would like more information
regarding Healthlink, please contact
Kim Maurits on 1800 003 307 (SA
residents only) or (08) 85212 092, or
email maurits.kim@saugov.sa.gov.au ❖

This weather station, located in an area
planted with coastal paper bark trees,
is used to calculate daily water use by
trees, and thus to compute irrigation
requirements. This is done as part of
the waster water reuse project for
wetlands in Byron Bay, NSW.
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by Kim Maurits,
Senior Referrals
Officer, Healthlink
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Remote pharmacy: “Please explain…”
by Rollo Manning

Pharmacy technician fills a dose administration aid

THE DELIVERY OF pharmaceutical care
should meet the best interests of clients of
Aboriginal Health Services as well as it does
for any others. However, this is not always
the case. At the CRANA Conference in
September 2005 Isabelle Ellis said1:
Implementing any new clinical practice
requires us to recognise that what we are
currently doing is not giving us, or our
patients, the best outcome possible. However
we don’t know what we don’t know.
The ‘white man’s world’ holds the
view that medicines can control the
symptoms of chronic disease and reach
a situation where there is less cost to the
health system through the simple act of
compliance with a doctor’s prescribed
course of treatment. Money is spent on
quality use of medicine programs, advice
to doctors on the best drugs to prescribe
and the involvement of consumers in
developing educational material on the
safety and efficacy of medicines.
In contrast to this, Third World standards
and practices in pharmaceutical care can
be found in some remote Aboriginal
communities. Often records are not kept
of outgoing supplies; labels are not affixed
to packets; ancient and unhygienic dosette
boxes (a health hazard in themselves) are
used as dose administration aids; immediacy
of supply is not guranteed; and information
for the client may be non-existent.
Attempts to improve this situation receive
little support from government health
agencies. Pharmacy is seen as the domain
of the retail supplier. This contrasts with
the view recently expressed by the AMA2:
That all health services provided
specifically for Aboriginal peoples
and Torres Strait Islanders should be
designed, developed and controlled by the

communities they serve in collaboration
with mainstream processes.
A successful model of pharmaceutical care
was developed on the Tiwi Islands but
attempts to emulate this in other centres
have received no corporate support.
It seems that pharmacy service to remote
Aboriginal communities is held back by
the “you don’t know what you don’t know”
syndrome. While retail pharmacy whistles
along with the latest high-tech equipment,
on-line services and Internet connectivity
provided by the Australian taxpayer,
remote Aboriginal health pharmacy is
relegated to the second smallest room
in the health centre without the ability
to produce a label, e-record a supply or
provide a hygienic delivery system.
It is symptomatic that a current
Commonwealth Government program
to upskill clinicians in chronic disease
management does not rate ‘pharmacy’ as
a component.

mainstream Australia – not to
mention what it should be to
accommodate the poor state of health
of the original Australians?
•

Why does the supplying pharmacy
receive $1.14 for supply to an
Indigenous person under Section 100
and $4.75 for a mainstream person
under Section 85 of the PBS?

•

Where is the difference ($3.61) and
why is it not put directly to QUM
activities in the subject localities
– say through a pharmacy
facilitator?

•

For how much longer do
Indigenous Australians in
remote areas have to tolerate
a second class PBS system?

Answers are needed – now!

It is time to ask some blunt questions.

Rollo Manning is a consultant to
Aboriginal health on pharmacy matters.
He developed the successful Tiwi Island
Pharmacy Upgrade project and before that
worked as Senior Policy Officer (Pharmacy)
in the NT Health Services. ❖

•

1.

Misplaced faith: Building organisational
capacity for change. Isabelle Ellis. CRANA Sept
2005. Darwin

2.

AMA position statement on Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Health. October. 2005

Why is spending per capita for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people on PBS one-ninth of what
it should be to reflect parity with
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Four Ms to help you
know your medicines

and comes in handy when they would
like to discuss their medicines with their
doctor or pharmacist.

PEOPLE LIVING IN RURAL and
remote Australia may have difficulties
accessing medicines and medicines
information. The Four Ms allow free and
easy access to information and resources.

The above resources may be freely
accessed on www.nps.org.au/consumers

Medimate is an information brochure
that encourages you to talk with your
pharmacist or doctor about all your
medicines – prescription, over-thecounter and herbal and natural remedies.
It lists questions you should ask when a
medicine is prescribed or recommended.
MedicinesTalk is a quarterly newsletter
produced by consumers for consumers
to encourage and promote Quality Use
of Medicines (QUM), especially among
people who use multiple medicines.
The spring issue of MedicinesTalk
is now available and includes
information on medicines for
headache and migraine, and
medicine use while travelling.

National Prescribing Service Limited
(NPS) is a member-based organisation,
providing accurate, balanced, evidencebased information and services to health
professionals and the community on
Quality Use of Medicines. To achieve
this we work in partnership with GPs,
pharmacists, specialists, other health
professionals, government, pharmaceutical
industry, consumer organisations and
the community. NPS is an independent,
non-profit organisation funded by the
Australian Government Department of
Health and Ageing.

A NEW BOOK is available which gives
a succinct summary of the complex issues
relating to the care of the patient with a
terminal illness. This second version has
been extensively revised and expanded to
include some totally new material.
A full listing of contents for Palliative
Care 2 is given on the website
http://tg.com.au/products/pcg.html
Therapeutic Guidelines Limited,
Freecall: 1800 061 260
Phone: 03 9329 1566
Email sales@tg.com.au ❖

◗ Further information: Anna Peppas on

02 8217 8700 (bh), 0419 618 365 (media
mobile), apeppas@nps.org.au or visit our
website www.nps.org.au ❖

PHOTO: CENTRE FOR REMOTE HEALTH

Medicines List is NPS’s new
resource to help consumers
who take multiple medicines
keep track of their medicines

Medicines Line is a telephone
information service answered by
pharmacists that gives you confidential,
independent, general information about
your medicines. Call 1300 888 763
between 9am and 6pm (EST).

Therapeutic
Guidelines: Palliative
Care, version 2, 2005.
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Position Papers 2005
THE FOLLOWING NRHA Position
Papers have been recently compiled into
a single publication, which is available in
hard copy or at www.ruralhealth.org.au
•

Advanced nursing practice in rural
and remote areas

•

Holding the line on health:
telecommunications in rural and
remote Australia

•

Older people and aged care in rural,
regional and remote Australia

•

Public dental services in Australia:
whose responsibility?

•

Transport and accommodation
assistance for health patients from
rural and remote areas ❖

Online resources
for rural health
professionals
SSRS Project, Committee of Presidents of
Medical Colleges
A VARIETY OF USEFUL online
resources, including information
on practice management, medical
administration and staff recruitment,
is now available to rural and regional
health professionals on the website of
the Support Scheme for Rural Specialists
(SSRS). The SSRS is an initiative of the
Committee of Presidents of Medical
Colleges and is funded by the Federal
Government. It aims to improve access
to Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) for specialist medical practitioners

living and working in regional, rural and
remote Australia.
Recent research has found that key
disincentives to retaining specialists in
rural areas included the lack of exposure
to rural practice in post graduate
education, professional isolation and
the lack of access to continuing medical
education activities. Through the SSRS
program, rural specialists are given
greater access to CPD and professional
support. Online modules, developed by
the Royal Australasian College of Medical
Administrators, include information
on handling complaints, performance
management, recruiting and retaining staff,
and demystifying medical administration.
◗ To access the SSRS Resources go to:

www.ruralspecialist.org.au/resources.aspx ❖

John Wakerman leads new Alliance Executive

John Wakerman is a Public Health
Medicine specialist and general practitioner,
with a background in the provision of
remote primary health care services, both as
a medical practitioner and senior manager.
He is the inaugural Director of the Centre
for Remote Health and has had substantial
international experience as a public health
and health service management consultant.
He is active in health services research,
teaches management and is a general
practitioner in Alice Springs.
Sue McAlpin, Immediate Past
Chairperson, has just completed two
years of service. Lynne Sheehan, CEO
of the Mater Misericordiae hospitals in
the Rockhampton region, is the Secretary.
Alison Aylott, pharmacist from Dorrigo in
the New England, is Treasurer, and Deputy

Chairperson is Jenny May, a part-time GP at
Tamworth in northern NSW.
Other Members of the new Executive are
Owen Allen, physiotherapist at Atherton,
Stephen Gough from the Council of

Ambulance Authorities, Liz Mattock,
remote area nurse and CRANA delegate,
Irene Mills from Dalwallinu in WA, and
Myra Pincott, National President of the
CWAA. ❖

PHOTO: MARK GRAHAM

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHN
WAKERMAN is the new Chairperson of
the National Rural Health Alliance.

Gordon Gregory (Executive Director), John Wakerman (Chairperson), Jenny May (Deputy
Chairperson)
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Letters to the Editor
JUST A QUICK NOTE to say that
I enjoyed your review of Richard
Trudgen’s book Why Warriors Lie Down
and Die. I think it should be compulsory
reading in schools. When I read it
three years ago, I found it absolutely
mesmerising and incredibly tragic. Even
though it is firmly planted on my mind, I
found it so thought provoking that I will
probably re-read it in the near future. It
was great to see a photo as I had no idea
what he looked like.
Julie B Johnston,
Executive Officer/Director of Nursing
Maitland SA

A summary of lessons to be
learned
TO MY MIND the editorial, Rum times
at Bundaberg, in the August issue of
PARTYline, is an excellent summary of
the lessons that should be learned, and
brings together a number of lines of
thought about how to improve health
services, not just in Queensland but
nationally.
Michael Bennett
Australian Pensioners’ and
Superannuants’ League, Qld Inc.

Barker Hypothesis
PAGE 5 OF THE
August 2005 edition of
PARTYline discusses the
Barker Hypothesis. Where can I find
more information about this please?
Elizabeth McEntyre
Acting Associate Director
Centre for Aboriginal Health
North Sydney
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For more information on the Barker
Hypothesis, please see
http://embryology.med.unsw.edu.au/Defect/
page10.htm – Ed.

Telecommunications in the bush
The NRHA recently called on the
Government to guarantee affordable
broadband internet access for all
Australians, regardless of where they live.
The NRHA media release (18 August) is
available at www.ruralhealth.org.au
Friends of the Alliance members responded
positively ...
THANK YOU FOR the media release
regarding telecommunications. The
inequity is indeed a problem that needs
working on. I moved to ‘the bush’ over
a year ago and battled with the extreme
slowness of dial up internet. The stress
this caused my family was huge. A
couple of months ago, we converted to
Broadband via satellite - the only option
for our location which is less than 60
kilometres from a capital city and only
one kilometre from a major highway. We
now have acceptable internet access at a
cost of $89.95 per month through Telstra
BigPond. This makes my work from
home as a rural midwifery consultant and
with research for a Professional Doctorate
in Midwifery much more effective. I
constantly ask myself why this service
costs so much.
Amanda Gear

PHOTO: NEW SOUTH WALES RURAL DOCTORS NETWORK

Mesmerising and tragic

I STRONGLY AGREE with the Alliance’s
media release on telecommunications and
would like to know if there is a way in
which we, as friends of the Alliance, can
further assist?
Janie Smith
Ocean Shores
The Alliance and its friends will keep
a watching brief on the status of rural and
remote IT – Ed.
I CAN’T GET BROADBAND at my
office. I can get broadband at my home,
but my next door neighbour can’t get
broadband in her home. However I can
get McDonalds and KFC.
Pauline Wardle
Alice Springs ❖
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Walking the Kokoda Track
Friend of the Alliance, Joan Lipscombe
and husband, Trevor, recently fulfilled
a longstanding ambition to walk the
Kokoda Track. Having done some day
walks along the Track in the early 1980s,
Joan and Trevor had always wanted to
go back to complete the journey. August
2005, the sixtieth anniversary of VP Day,
provided the perfect opportunity.
OUR PARTY WAS 28 STRONG –
11 trekkers, aged 33 to 63, and 17 PNG
guides and carriers. Everything has to be
carried: personal items, food and drink,
cooking pots, camping gear, medical
supplies and emergency equipment.
There is no shop along the way and the
intermittent villages en route can supply
little but fresh fruit. We ate basic but
adequate food (never have instant noodles
tasted so good!), slept on the floors of
bush houses or in tiny tents, and washed
in rivers or at primitive water supplies in
villages.
The dozen or so villages along the
track remain very isolated with few, if
any, services. Younger people leave to
seek fame and fortune in the squatter
settlements in Port Moresby. Efogi, the
largest one along the track, for example,
has no aid post or shop and a single water
tap. Houses are predominantly of bush
materials. Walking or infrequent small
planes are the only means of transport.
The villagers are mainly Seventh Day
Adventists, dependent on subsistence
farming. With pressures both from
population growth and increasing numbers
of trekkers, the food gardens extend further
and further into the jungle and up steeper
and steeper slopes, increasing erosion.
We were told that local services had
declined since Independence and trends
towards reduced infant mortality had
halted. AIDS is a growing problem. PNG
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is extremely well endowed with natural
resources and is a big aid recipient, yet the
majority of its people live in very basic
conditions. The villagers are kind and
friendly towards the trekkers, seemingly
very contented living simply in their
traditional, supportive communities.
We followed the infamous track for
over 100 km through the Owen Stanley
Ranges, climbing and descending many
thousands of metres. Dense, dark jungle
predominates, but at times there are
panoramic views across the many greenclad, broken and seemingly impassable
ranges that form the Owen Stanleys.
The tropical vegetation is fantastic:
beautiful mosses and ferns, huge rain
forest trees, colourful flowers and fruits.

Kokoda campsite

The journey is tough, but very satisfying.
Mostly the track is steep, narrow and
rough, rock strewn or slippery with deep
mud and criss-crossed by exposed tree
roots, fallen trees and many creeks and
rivers. Everyone fell several times, but
fortunately no-one was injured. All the
way are reminders of the horrific, bloody
battles of the Kokoda campaign: grave
sites, weapons pits, trenches, unexploded
bombs, crashed aircraft, ammunition,
commemoraive plaques and more
substantial memorials. The frequent calls
of the aptly named Rifle Bird give us
a sense of the terror felt by the Australians
and Japanese engaged in intensive, close
up battles 63 years ago. We can hardly
believe that such beautiful and peaceful
places were the scenes of such horror.
Tired but very satisfied, the group, now
with strong bonds forged from shared
joys and pain, finally reached Kokoda
after 9 days. We retraced our steps on
a 20-minute charter flight back to Port
Moresby in a single engine plane, the
Track invisible in the dense jungle below. ❖
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Lyric Theatre, Bunbury

Rural health
calendar 2006
THE NRHA 2006 Calendar is now
available on request.
Email: nrha@ruralhealth.org.au
Phone: 02 6285 4660 ❖

This edition of
PARTYline is available
online at
www.ruralhealth.org.au
The online version has
additional material as
part of an electronic
supplement.

Public seminar on
remote health
TRANSCRIPTS AND AUDIOS of the
presentations from the NRHA’s Public
Seminar on Health and Well-being in
Remote Australia (1 November 2005) are
available at www.ruralhealth.org.au

Signs of destruction
in the Wild West
by Rosslyn Werner
THE WORST STORM in a decade
shredded a path of destruction through
Bunbury, one of Australia’s burgeoning
rural towns on May 16 this year.
Uprooted trees were a common site, and
the ground everywhere was carpeted with
fractured foliage, like a cloak of confetti.
Tall television masts bent over double,
looked more like broken fishing rods,
strained against some huge killer shark.
Roadblocks, barriers, detour signs, diverted
me, the weary traveller around decapitated
houses, shattered service stations, and
fences that were surely made of crumpled
foil. Tarpaulins of every colour were
stretched to their limit across gaping holes
in homes, cordoned off with red dangertape.
I’d spent hours driving from Perth,
fighting to keep my car on the road
through grey hail and wind and
camouflaged road-kill.
I wondered if my motel would still be
standing, since much of the town didn’t
appear to be. It was. After finding my

shelter, safety and such a long sleep
I ventured out on the morning after.
What would I find?
People with stories, like the lady I found
staring in disbelief, at the entrance to
the Lyric Theatre, amongst the broken
bricks and glass. The dragon hurricane
had whipped away most of the theatre’s
upstairs floor, and consumed countless
irreplaceable costumes, leaving a sad single
white feather boa flapping limping out of
the wreckage.
An icon of light, the town’s cathedral
perched on the crest of the hill
overlooking the city, sustained war-like
damage to its structure and shattered
stained glass windows blown out by
mother-nature’s breath.
But the story of the day was surely that
of the local ABC radio station, where
a huge crane had been blown over and
smashed through the roof of the station.
How no-one was killed in the carnage was
a miracle. ❖
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